GAME OF TRIVIA: QUEST FOR FuTile

Facts --- The Fundamentals

Trivia Basics

Game of Trivia begins at 5 p.m. on Friday, February 13 and concludes at 7 p.m. on Sunday, February 15. The Awards Ceremony will follow at 8 p.m. in the Ritsche Auditorium in Stewart Hall at SCSU. The annual post-trivia celebration will take place at 9 p.m. at the Red Carpet nightclub in downtown, featuring the supernatural musical sorcerers, the Shake a Hamster Band!

Challenge Line

This is a number you can call to vocalize your “challenge” to other teams and the Goat Posse. You will be recorded and perhaps even teased by staff members. Poems, songs and other team challenges are welcomed. The challenge line is 320-308-5475.

Registration Deadline

The registration deadline is:
4:30 p.m. on Friday, Feb. 13, 2015.
If you register your team by 5 p.m. on Thursday, Feb. 12, you will receive two collectible posters.

Trivia Media

Visual Trivia

Every team will receive a disc of individually numbered images. Questions could be asked periodically throughout the contest about any of the photographs and images provided. We do not put the images on KVSC.org prior to the concert starting.

Audio Trivia

Audio trivia questions will be asked at random. Be ready for the challenge of the audio speed round! To best prepare for these questions, teams are encouraged to have a recording device handy, but KVSC will repeat audio questions when asked.

Social Trivia

For the latest in Trivia Weekend news, follow KVSC on Twitter at twitter.com/kvsc881fm and Facebook at facebook.com/kvsc881fm. Follow the hashtag #TriviaWeekend on Twitter all weekend long for the latest updates, team banter and more.

A Brief History of the KVSC Trivia Marathon

Trivia Weekend was created in 1980 to counteract the cabin fever inherent to Minnesota winters, and premiered with 20 teams. In 2014, Trivia Weekend attracted 56 teams, many of them participating via the Internet from various locations across the Midwest. As the weekend has grown in popularity, so has its organizational sophistication. Currently, 35 trivia answer hotlines are set up for volunteers, tripling the number of hotlines from the early years. KVSC has more than 200 volunteers working toward the success of the annual station event. In addition, more than 60 St. Cloud businesses show their support with donations of food, prizes and funding.

We wish your team the best of luck in 2015!

Visit kvsc.org or call 320-308-3066 to learn more about Trivia Weekend!